Electronic properties of a defected ring-shaped quantum dot array.
In this paper we present a theoretical study of an array of circularly arranged quantum dots with a rectangular Kronig-Penney potential in the presence of a perpendicular magnetic field. For a perfect array of dots, an analytical formula for energy dispersion is derived. We also study the effects of disorder on the energy spectrum and persistent tunneling current. The effects of electron-electron interaction are then investigated for both perfect and defected arrays. We show that the period of Aharonov-Bohm oscillations is fractional for interacting electrons confined in a perfect array. In contrast, for a defected array, we find a critical value of electron-electron interaction strength at which a transition occurs from an integer to a fractional period of Aharonov-Bohm oscillations. Moreover, it is shown that the persistent current of weakly interacting electrons confined in a defected array is greater than the current of non- or strongly interacting electrons.